Abstract. We introduce and illustrate an operator factorization technique to study similarity and quasisimilarity of Hubert space operators. The technique allows one to generate, in a systematic way, families of "test" operators, and to check for similarity and quasisimilarity with a given model. In the case of the unilateral shift U+ , we obtain a one-parameter family of nonhyponormal, noncontractive, shift-like operators in the similarity orbit of U+ . We also obtain new characterizations of quasisimilarity and similarity in terms of invariant operator ranges, and conditions for spectral and essential spectral inclusions.
Introduction
The purpose of this note is to introduce and illustrate an operator factorization technique for studying similarity and quasisimilarity of Hubert space operators. Typically, the existing literature concerns conditions for a test operator to be similar or quasisimilar to a given operator, but it is difficult to decide in practice which operators are candidates for test operators. The factorization technique allows one to generate, in a systematic way, families of test operators and also to check for quasisimilarity or similarity. In the case of the unilateral shift U+ , we apply the technique to special factorizations of quadratic functions of U+, and we obtain as a result a rather interesting one-parameter family of shift-like operators in the similarity orbit of U+ . These operators turn out to be nonhyponormal, so their similarity to U+ does not follow from existing work [Clal] . We also obtain new characterizations of quasisimilarity and similarity in terms of invariant operator ranges, and we study conditions for spectral and essential spectral inclusions. To describe our results, we shall first need some notation and preliminaries.
Let ¿F and Mfx denote complex Hubert spaces and let 77? (ßf), 7?(%\) be their respective algebras of bounded operators. Operators 5 e 5f(^) and T € 77?(ßfx) are similar (S ~ T) if there exists a bounded invertible operator X: %?x -* ß? such that SX = XT. Similar operators have isomorphic lattices of invariant and hyperinvariant subspaces; moreover, similarity preserves compactness, cyclicity, algebraicity, and the spectral picture (i.e., the spectrum, essential spectrum, and index function).
In the finite-dimensional case, each operator is similar to an essentially unique Jordan model of the form ¿e^+Eei/'1).
where 1 < n, m¡, a, < oo and qk denotes the Jordan nilpotent zc-cell on (k) C . In the infinite-dimensional case we permit Jordan models with infinite a. 's; these operators have relatively well-understood structures but, unfortunately, they do not model each algebraic operator up to similarity: Theorem 1.1 (C. Apóstol [Ap2] ). For TgTT?^) the following are equivalent:
( 1 ) T is similar to a Jordan model ; (2) T is algebraic and R(p (T) ) is closed for every polynomial p dividing the minimal polynomial of T (see [AFHV, p. 330] ) ; (3) The inner derivation X -> TX -XT (Iê^/)) has closed range in 5?(7r).
With a view to keeping the model class as simple as possible in the infinitedimensional case, Sz. Nagy and Foias [SzNF] introduced a weakened version of similarity called quasisimilarity. Operators S e ^(^f) and T e 777(7%?^) are quasisimilar (S ~ 7") if there exist quasiaffinities (i.e., operators that are each 1-1 with dense range), X : &x -» %? and T : ¿f ^ J?;, such that SX = XT and TY = Y S. In [SzNF] Sz. Nagy and Foias. provided quasisimilarity models for certain classes of contractions as a means of studying their invariant subspace structures. Subsequently Apóstol, Douglas, and Foias [ADF] and L. Williams [W2] proved that every algebraic operator is quasisimilar to an essentially unique Jordan model.
The ultimate value of quasisimilarity will depend on the extent to which it respects structural and spectral properties of operators, and in this regard there are several interesting open questions. In [Hoo] Hoover proved that quasisimilarity preserves the existence of nontrivial hyperinvariant subspaces. Subsequently, Fialkow [Fia2] proved that quasisimilarity preserves (up to isomorphism) a certain (possibly trivial!) sublattice of the hyperlattice. (This sublattice includes the lattice of Riesz spectral subspaces, and for a normal operator it includes the lattice of spectral subspaces.) Nevertheless, Herrero [Her2] has shown that quasisimilarity does not preserve the full hyperlattice. Question 1.2. Does quasisimilarity preserve the existence of nontrivial invariant subspaces? Is every operator quasisimilar to an operator with a nontrivial invariant subspace?
In [Herí] Herrero proved that if T ~qs S, then every component of a (T) (the spectrum of T) intersects a(S) (cf. [Fiai] ). In [SzNF] it is proved that every Cxx contraction is quasisimilar to a unitary [SzNF, II.3 Proposition 3.5] , and an example is given of a Cxx contraction with spectrum the whole unit disk D [SzNF, VI.4.2] . A simple example of two quasisimilar operators with different spectra was given in [Hoo] Concerning Fredholm behavior, Fialkow [Fiai] and L. Williams [Wl] showed that quasisimilar operators have intersecting essential spectra (cf. [St] ). Question 1.4 [St, Fia4] . If T ~ S, does each component of ae(T) (the essential spectrum of T) intersect oe(S)?
To study the preceding questions it is instructive to consider the case when S = U+, the unilateral shift. A theorem of Sz. Nagy [SzN] implies that an operator T is similar to U if and only if {r"}^l1 is uniformly bounded above and below, T is cyclic, and T*" ->s 0. An interesting and apparently difficult problem is to characterize the operators quasisimilar to the shift. The shift has no complementary invariant subspaces and thus falls within the scope of Conjecture 1.3. Question 1.5 [St] . If T ~qs U+ , does a(T) = a(U+)1
Since U+ is cyclic and quasisimilarity does preserve cyclicity, it follows from a theorem of Herrero [Her4] that if T ~qs U+ , then ae(T) is connected and contains oe(U ) (see [Fia4] ). Question 1.6. If T ~qs U+ , does oe(T) = ae(U+)f
The literature contains few examples of operators quasisimilar to the shift, and these concern operators within restrictive classes. In [Clal] Clary characterized the subnormal operators similar or quasisimilar to the shift (cf. [Conl] ). Such an operator T necessarily satisfies a(T) = o(U ) because Clary [Cla2] proved that quasisimilar hyponormal operators have equal spectra. Raphael [R] subsequently proved that if T and S are quasisimilar cyclic subnormal operators, then ae(T) = ae(S) and on(T) = on(S) (an is the approximate point spectrum) (cf. [Con2] ). By using Raphael's results and the powerful Similarity Orbit Theorem [AHV] , Fialkow [Fia4] proved that if T and S are quasisimilar cyclic subnormal operators, then 77?(T) = S^(S) (S"(T) is the similarity orbit of 7"), so that, in particular, 7 and S have equal spectral pictures. In a similar vein, Fialkow [Fia4] proved that if 7 ~ U+ , then 7 e 77* (U+). In a different direction, Wu [Wu] characterized the contractions with finite defect indices that are quasisimilar to the shift.
Unfortunately, none of the above results seems to shed much light on Question 1.5 or Question 1.6. In this paper we explore a quite general factorization technique for generating operators similar or quasisimilar to a given operator. Starting with an operator S, a quasiaffinity Z commuting with S, and a fac-
we define the linear transformation 7Z : Y%? -► Y7%? by 7Z Y = Y S. Tz is either equal to S, similar to 5", quasisimilar to S, or unbounded, depending on the "extent" to which X commutes with S. We have, therefore, a way of producing elements in the quasisimilarity and similarity orbits of S ; also, by varying Z in the commutant of S, we have potentially a procedure to exhibit concretely operators quasisimilar to S which are not similar to S. After developing general properties of the factorization technique in §2 (including an illustration for the case of nilpotents of order 2), we apply the technique to S = U+ in §3. Let {en}°^=x denote an orthonormal basis of 3!? ; the unilateral shift defined by U+en = en+x is also uniquely determined by the relation UAe +el,) = ei,+eL-l. In §3 we use the factorization technique +■v n n+l' n+l n+¿ °t o construct a class of shift-like operators of the form Tahn = hn+x, where hn = en + anen+x for special sequences a = {an} ; this class includes, for example, the operator 7 defined by T(en + ((n + l)/n)en+x) = en+x + ((n + 2)/(n + l))en+2.
The family {Ta} has some intriguing properties:
( 1 ) Ta is similar to U+ ; (2) Ta is unitarily equivalent to a compact perturbation of U+ ; (3) we employ the characterization of weighted shifts given in [CuS] . The fact that Ta is not a weighted shift shows that the similarity with U+ cannot be obtained from Kelley's criterion for similarity of weighted shifts [Sh, Theorem 2(b), p. 54] . Finally, we utilize a computer-aided argument to conclude that ||7|| > 1 ; the delicacy of this calculation suggests that it would be very difficult to check the similarity of 7 with U+ using Sz. Nagy's theorem. Since 7 is similar to U , we see that 7 can't be hyponormal (for otherwise 1 = r(7) -||7|| > 1) ; thus 7 does not fall within the scope of Clary's theorem. The last three properties show that the family {Ta} is a genuinely new collection of operators in the similarity orbit of U . The factorizations we use for (/ + U+) are derived from the obvious commutative factorization (/ + U )(I + U ) by perturbing each factor by a subdiagonal piece. Although our calculations in §3 may appear ad hoc or unmotivated, a little work with such factorizations will convince the reader of the naturalness of the approach; that such computations are involved is simply a reflection of the complexity of the quasisimilarity orbit of U+ . Although Questions 1.5 and 1.6 remain open, the factorization technique permits us to reformulate these and similar questions in terms of invariant operator ranges. We show in Proposition 2.7 that with X as in (*), 7Z is quasisimilar to S if and only if SR(XX) C R(XX) (i.e., the range of Xx is invariant under S), where Xx = X \ R(Y) : R(Y) -■> Si?. This result rests on a theorem of Douglas [D] characterizing the existence of a bounded solution C to the operator equation A = BC. In [FW] , P. Fillmore and J. Williams characterize the case when C can be taken to be invertible. We use this result in Proposition 4.2 to show that if S is injective, then 7Z is invertible if and only if SR(XX) = R(XX). Motivated by these results, in Theorem 4.6 we characterize the case when there exists a Fredholm operator C satisfying A = BC. We then show in Proposition 4.7 that if the nullity of S, nul(S), is finite, then 7Z is Fredholm if and only if R(XX)/SR(XX) is finite dimensional. We actually establish a more general result concerning the containments a(S) ç a(Tz), oe(S) Ç ae(Tz), a(Tz) Ç a(S), and ae(Tz) ç ae(S) (Proposition 4.9), which sheds light on Questions 1.5 and 1.6. There is an alternate description of 2(S) in terms of invariant operator ranges. The main ingredient is the following basic result on majorization, factorization, and range inclusion. The operator equations in Theorem 2.10 can perhaps be thought of as measures of commutativity between S and X. In the sequel we illustrate these cases with nilpotent operators of order 2.
Let S G 7?(Sí?) be a nilpotent operator of order 2. Relative to the decomposition Si? = N(S)®N(S)± (where N(S) denotes the kernel of S ), the operator matrix of S is of the form
where A is injective. For simplicity, we shall restrict attention to quasiaffinities XY G (5")', where and both X and 7 are quasiaffinities. Note that W' = {(Qo q22):A^ = Qua}; then X and 7 (as above) must satisfy AX22Y22 = XXXYXXA and XXX,X22, Yxx, Y22 are all quasiaffinities. We shall let 27'(S) denote the subset of 20(S) consisting of all such pairs (X, 7).
Let (*' ) G Si? and observe that the map 7Z can be written as (1) 7Z has a bounded extension to Tz g (S) (i.e., Ze2(S)).
(2) There exists B G ^?(N(S)X ,N(S)) such that BY22 = YXXA.
(3) A*R(YX\)CR(Y2\). (4) AR(X22)CR(XXX).
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is given above. That (2)=>(3) is obvious from A*Y*X = Y22B*, and (3) => (2) follows from Theorem 2.6. Given show that Vxx and V22 are invertible. Since V is invertible and V2X = 0, it follows at once that Vx, is left invertible and V22 is onto. Since A is injective and VXXA = BV22 , we see that V22 must be injective and hence invertible. If \w2x w22)
is the inverse of V, we have V22W2X = 0 and VXXWXX + VX2W2X = I, and therefore W2X = 0 and Vxx is onto (hence invertible), completing the "only if'
part of the proof.
For the "if part, let
A straightforward calculation shows that XV e (S)', so that 7Z ~ S by Proposition 2.4. a Remark 2.13. We would like to mention here that the results of this section and those in [NRRR] provide the following program for computing quasisimilarity orbits:
Step 1. Choose Z g2(S).
Step 2. Compute Sfx , Xx , Yx , fz .
Step 3. Polar decompose Xx : Si?x -> Sí? as Xx = U\XX\, U an isometric isomorphism, \XX\ a quasiaffinity.
Step 4. Assume Xx (hence \XX \) is not invertible, for otherwise 7Z ~ £ by Proposition 2.4 (take J = X7X).
Step 5. To show that 7Z extends boundedly to Si?x it suffices to prove that SR(XX) C R(XX) (Proposition 2.7(iii)), or, equivalently, U*SUR(\XX\) ç R(\XX\). In principle, this step can be checked by using the structure theorem for s*(\Xx\) := {Te5?(ST) : TR(\XX\) ç R(\XX\)} [NRRR] , which is expressed in terms of the spectral measure of \XX\. Unfortunately, computing the spectral measure for \XX | may be very difficult.
NONCOMMUTATIVE FACTORIZATIONS OF QUADRATIC FUNCTIONS OF THE SHIFT
In this section we shall apply the results of §2 to carefully study certain noncommutative factorizations of a general quadratic function of S = U+, where U+ denotes the unilateral shift acting on / (Z+). In particular, we shall explicitly exhibit a family of operators similar to the shift. Given Z = (a + S)(ß + S) (\a\ = \ß\ = 1), we shall obtain factorizations of Z by Case I. 7=1.
Without loss of generality, assume a = ß = 1. Then (3.2) ôn=ô/(l-nô) (n>0), where ô := ô0. (Note that from (3.1) it follows at once that ô ^ l/n for all n = 1,2,...; also, to avoid the trivial case, we'll always assume that S ^ 0.) Therefore 7 is given by (3.3) T(en + (1 -S")en+l) = en+x + (l-ön+x)en+2
(n > 0).
We shall prove first that 7 is bounded. If we multiply equality (3.3) by \n T-m -1 (-1) 117=0 0 -si) and then add from " = 0 to n = A^ we get H(l-0¡) = f = l-no, i=0 " so that (3.4) becomes
If we define ^ : /2(Z+) -» /2(Z+) by Wen:=0, and
(l-(* + 2W(l-W) [1-(W+I) Five main questions now arise:
(1) Is Ts similar to SI Is T& a weighted shift? Is T6 unitarily equivalent to a compact perturbation of S ? Is Tg a contraction? Is Ts subnormal? (Subnormal operators similar to S have been characterized in [Clal] .)
We can answer (3) easily by using the Brown-Douglas-Fillmore theory [BDF] .
For, relative to /2(Z+) = R(Y) © N(Y*), W has the matrix ( J ; ). Since W differs from S by a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, to prove that Ts = S + K, K G K(Si?), using [BDF] , it suffices to prove that T& is essentially normal, that ae(Ts) = ae(W), and that ind(Tô -X) = ind(W -X) for all X <£ ae(Ts). All of these conclusions will follow immediately from the matrix form of W once we establish that N(Y*) is finite dimensional. We shall prove that N(Y*) is actually one-dimensional: Let x G / (Z+) and assume that Y*x = 0, i.e., generates N(Y*). As a consequence of this fact, we obtain W*x = 0. For, 7* W*x = S* Y*x = 0, so that W*x = ax for some a G C. Since (x, e0) ^ 0 and (W*x,e0) = (x, We0) = 0, we must have a = 0. We shall now proceed to answer ( 1 ) in the affirmative, by exhibiting an invertible operator J: l2(Z+) -> R(Y) such that XJ = I+ S. Since X is injective, such a J must be unique, if it exists. A matrix calculation shows that such a J must admit the matrix form one easily checks that (3.9) corresponds to -SUCU + I, so that (3.9) defines a bounded operator J.
Injectivity. Clear from (3.9). W-S is Hilbert-Schmidt, it follows that -1 = ind(S) = ind(W) = dimN(W)-dimN(W*), whence dimN(W) = 1 and dimN(W*) = 2. From this we conclude that R(W) = R(TS). Also, both eQ and x belong to N(W*), so that R(W) = {aeQ + ßx: a,ß G C}"1 and the range of Tg can be characterized in terms of e0 and x . Observe that merely from the definition of Tg (or from that of W ), it appears to be extremely difficult to prove (or even guess!) the above statements.
Next, we use the theory of generalized Bergman kernels [CuS] to prove that Tg is not a weighted shift. Since Tg ~ S, one knows that Tg G Bx (D) , the Cowen-Douglas class of the unit disk. Therefore we may compute a section of the bundle associated with Tg , i.e., an analytic ^-valued function x(-) such that for each X G D, x(X) generates A^T^* -X). The normalized kernel function k := kT. may be computed from x() as follows: k(X,p) = 's (x(X),x(p))/(x(0) ,x(p)) (/1,/ieD).
k is diagonal if it admits a power series expansion k(X,p) = Y^=0cnXn'pn near the origin. If k is diagonal, then clearly dk(0,0) := dk(X,p)/dX\,x , (0 0) = 0; using this observation, we shall show that kT. is not diagonal and thereby conclude from [CuS, Theorem 5.4 ] that Tg is not a weighted shift.
To compute a section x() for Tg , let y(X) be an analytic ^"-valued func- and therefore
This completes the proof that Tg is not a weighted shift. We now answer questions (4) and (5) in the negative. We shall establish that || 7 ,|| > 1 . Using the fact that 7_, is similar to the unilateral shift, this readily implies that 7_, cannot be hyponormal (for otherwise, ||7_1|| = r(7_.) = r(S) = 1 where r() denotes spectral radius). is negative. Let EQ = D0 = \ and Ek=Dk-d\_x/Ek_x , k > 1 . By using the special form of Dk and dk , we can write a double-precision floating-point arithmetic computer program to calculate Ek for various values of k > 0. The program output shows Ek > 0 for 0 < k < 35 and £35 = -6.30584386 x 10"4 < 0. However, this calculation of Ek involves error-generating computations, and a priori we cannot guarantee that the negativity of E35 is not due to error buildup. We have, therefore, designed a rational arithmetic Pascal program subject to the following recursive formulae:
(Although pk and qk are integers now, the direct use of the computer's fixedpoint arithmetic is ruled out by the fact that the sizes of pk and qk are quite large; for instance, pxo, q22, and p}x have 32, 93, and 142 decimal digits, respectively. Therefore, an "infinite-arithmetic" routine to handle 200-digit integers was written.) Surprisingly enough, p}5 was the first negative value detected, and when the first significant digits were used, the value of E35 agreed with the originally calculated value (using the double-precision floating-point arithmetic) to six significant places. We thus concluded that E35 < 0 and, moreover, that the original routine was fairly accurate. We also mention that in the original routine, Ek > 0 for 0 < k < 2000, zc ^ 35, k ¿ 1410.
Case 2. Xj^l.
We shall see that 7 does zzof extend boundedly to R(Y), so we do not even reach the quasisimilarity orbit of S. From (3.1) we get (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) àn+x=ÔJ(X-ôn) and therefore (b) If X is not a root of unity, so that {Xn : n > 0} is dense in the unit circle T, then ô <£ {(X-l)y/(y -1): \y\ = 1, y ± 1} (the latter set being the straight line through \(X -1) and \(X -1) (1 -/) ).
Since \X\ = 1, we can find a sequence nx < n2 < ■ ■■ of positive integers such that X"k -* 1 (k -> oo) ; for this sequence, (3.14) n* (k -+ oo).
A look at (3.3) and the definition of 7 reveals that in this case we must multiply (3.3) by ((-l)"/ß") lXo't1 S¡/X) and then add from n = 0 to n = N to get (-Ä) k-S)ôkH" (Ô/(X-Ô))-X"' + X (by (3.14) and (3.12)), so that it approximately contributes \ô2/(X-ô)\2 to the norm of the image vector (whenever N > nk). It follows that the collection
is not bounded, so that 7 is unbounded. We shall summarize the results in this section as follows. (iii) Tg is not a weighted shift.
(iv) II7_.II>!. Remark 3.2. By working with explicit factorizations of quadratic functions of the shift, we have illustrated how difficult it is to fully analyze the similarity and quasisimilarity orbits of a given operator. The calculations here also suggest that it may be possible to exhibit an operator quasisimilar, but not similar, to the shift, by looking at noncommutative factorizations of R := I + U+ . Other candidates for R may be operators such that U+ G W(R) (recall Corollaries 2.8 and 2.9 and the fact that (U+)' is abelian [Sh] ).
4. Factorization, spectra and essential spectra
In this section we address the variation of spectra and essential spectra relative to the factorization technique. Throughout, for S G 77f (Si?) and Z G 2(S) we let X, Y, Xx, 7,, ^, and 7Z be as in §2. Thus, R(XX) is 5-invariant and T = Tz is the unique solution of the operator equation SXX = XXT (T €&(*[)) .
Several results in the literature assert that if 5 is in a prescribed class, then every 7 ~ S satisfies a(S) ç a (7) ; such is the case if S is decomposable [Fiai] or hyponormal [Cla2] (cf. [Conl] ). We wish to give a criterion which insures that a(S) 2 a(T) for every 7 G (S) . We require the following refinement of Theorem 2.6. Theorem 4.1 [FW] . Let A, B G 77f(Si?x , Si?) Examples 4.3. (a) Suppose S is an algebraic operator with minimal polynomial ps, and let X be an injective operator such that SX = XT, for some 7. Clearly p(S)X = Xp(T) for every polynomial p, so 7 is also algebraic and pT divides ps. Since the spectrum of an algebraic operator consists of the roots of its minimal polynomial [Her6] , we have a(T) C a(S). Another way to see this is to use Proposition 4.2: Since S is algebraic, if X £ a(S) then (S-X)~x =p(S) for some polynomial p , and thus (S-X)R(X) = R(X). Thus 7 -X is invertible by Proposition 4.2.
(b) We wish to further illustrate spectral inclusion via Proposition 4.2. Let 0 < r < 1 and let X denote the diagonal operator defined by Xen = r"en (n> 0), where {en}n>0 is an orthonormal basis for Si?. Let 5 be an operator whose matrix relative to this basis is upper triangular, i.e., (Se ¡,e¡) = 0 whenever i > j. Theorem 3 in [NRRR] implies that R(X) is ¿'-invariant, so by Douglas's theorem, SX = XT for a unique 7 g ^(Sí?). We claim that a(T) C a(S). For, if A <£ a(S), then both S -X and (S -X)~x are upper triangular and thus leave R(X) invariant by [NRRR] . Therefore (S -X)R(X) = R(X) and Proposition 4.2 now implies that 7 -X is invertible; thus a(T) C a(S). This inclusion can be proper: if r = j and S = U^ , then 7 = | C7*. Condition (*) is satisfied (trivially) by the operators of Example 2.5. We have also just seen that algebraic operators satisfy (*). Thus quasisimilar algebraic operators have equal spectra, though they need not be similar (Theorem 1.1). Question 1.5 may be reformulated as follows: Does U+ satisfy condition (*) ?
We next consider the inclusion ae(T) ç ae(S) for 7 quasisimilar to S. By analogy with Douglas's theorem (Theorem 2.6) and the Fillmore-Williams result (Theorem 4.1), we prove the following characterization of the existence of Fredholm factors. Proposition 4.7. Let S G 5?(Sí?), 7 G ^(^), and suppose X e 2'(S(7'X ,Si?) satisfies SX = XT and nul(X) < oo. // nul(S) < ce then 7 is Fredholm if and only if dim(R(X)/SR(X)) < oo.
Proof. The necessity clearly follows from Theorem 4.6. For the sufficiency part, observe that R(SX) ç R(X) and that nu^ST) < nul(S) + nul(A') < oo .
Thus, if dim(R(X)/SR(X))
< oo, an application of Theorem 4.6 shows that SX = XF for some Fredholm operator F . Then X(F -7) = 0 implies that 7 is a finite rank perturbation of F, so 7 is Fredholm, a Example 4.8. If S is algebraic, nul(X) < oo, and SX = XT then ae(T) ç ae(S). One proof of this fact would rely on standard results about algebraic operators and Riesz projections. We sketch an alternate proof illustrating the use of Proposition 4.7. Assume 5 is Fredholm. Then 7 will be Fredholm if we can verify that R(X)/SR(X) is finite dimensional. Let L be such that SL = I + Kx, where Kx is finite rank. Since S is algebraic, there exist a polynomial q and a finite rank operator K2 such that L = q(S) + K2 ; thus SL = Sq(S) + K3 (K3 of finite rank). Now SXq(T) = XTq(T) = Sq(S)X = (SL -K3)X = (I + KX-K3)X, so that X = SXq(T) + K4 (K4 of finite rank), which clearly shows that R(X)/SR(X) is indeed finite dimensional. As an application of this example, we see that quasisimilar algebraic operators have identical essential spectra.
We shall now explain the obstruction to " ae(T) ç oe(S)" for 7 ~ S. Although part of the proof of the following proposition can be derived from Theorem 4.6, we shall present the argument in its entirety so the reader can visualize the simplicity of the obstruction. (ii) (=►) If 7Z is bijective, then N(TZ) = 0 and R(Y)/fzR(Y) = 0, so N(S) = 0 and Si?¡R(S) = 0, whence S is invertible. By hypothesis, it follows that 7Z is invertible. (<=) If S is invertible, the diagram shows that 7Z is bijective, and by hypothesis this implies that 7Z is invertible.
(iv) Imitate the proof of (ii).
(iii) and (v) Imitate the proof of (ii) using rows 3 and 4 of the diagram.
Remark 4.10. (i) By Proposition 4.9, spectral inclusions between 7Z and S can be checked by comparing corresponding spectral properties for 7Z and 7Z . For instance, a(Tz) ç a(S) o[fz -X bijective => Tz -X invertible] (all X G C) (observe that 7Z -X = fw for some W g 2(S -X)).
(ii) As we showed in Proposition 4.9, the obstruction to " a (T) ç a (S) " is measured by the implication " 7Z algebraically Fredholm =>• 7Z Fredholm." Since nul(7z) = nul(7z), the distinction between the Fredholmness of S and that of 7 is actually given by whether dim(R(Y)/TzR(Y)) < oo implies dim(R(Y)/TzR(Y)) < oo. This delicate point (Fredholmness preserved under closure of the domain) is at the heart of many of our calculations in §3 and underlines the reason why spectral inclusion results of the above type are so hard to prove.
Consider now the following property for 5 G 5?(Sí?) :
(**) For every Z = (X ,7) G 2(S) and every X £ ae(S), dim(R(Xx)/(S -X)R(XX)) < oo.
Corollary 4.11. Let Ss^fJ) possess property (**). Then ae(T) ç ae(S) for every 7 ~qs S.
Proof. From the diagram used in the proof of Proposition 4.9 we get at once that dim(<%?/R(T-X)) = dim(R(Xx)/(S-X)R(Xx)) < oo, for every X i ae(S). Also, nul(7-A) = nul(S-A) < oo for X £ ae(S). Therefore, T-X is Fredholm for every X $ ae(S), or ae(T) C ae(S). a Remark 4.12. Condition (**) above will be satisfied if S has the property:
(***) For each 5-invariant operator range J? and every X ^ ae(S), dim(Jt/(S -X)J?) < oo.
Example 4.13. If S = X + F, where A is a nonzero scalar and F is a finite rank operator, then dim(^/S^) < oo for every 5-invariant linear manifold J? . For, suppose instead that {mk + SJ?}^=X is a linearly independent set in Jt'¡SJ?, and let yz7" denote the linear span of {mk}kx=x . Then JV n N(F) = yV n (R(F*)f is infinite dimensional, so there exists a nonzero vector y e AT n N(F). Write y = £*, ctmt. Now (A + 7)((1/A)y)=y, so that y G SJ? and therefore _3;=i cAm^SÂ?) = SJ?, a contradiction. As it turns out, (5)qs = S"(S) in this case: Indeed, if 7 ~qs 5, then 77, = YX(X+F) for some quasiaffinity Yx. If G is defined on R(YX) by ¿77, := 7,7, then G is finite rank and hence extends to a finite rank operator G on Si?. Thus 77, = YX(X + F)= XYX + GYX = (X + G)YX, whence T = X + G. Therefore, G ~ F and hence rankp(G) = rankp(F) for every polynomial p . It follows from [Her6, Corollary 2.8 ] that G ~ F, whence 7 G 77(S). We conjecture that operators of the form A + F (X G C, F of finite rank) are the only operators satisfying (***).
The following example was kindly supplied to us by H. Salas. so that gk = c, for all k e A, , a contradiction. Thus J? := R(X) is Sinvariant and dimJ?¡SJ? = oo. Observe that X is a quasiaffinity but XY e (S)' only when 7 = 0, so (**) might still be true for S. 
